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1n '75 Wouldn't Qualify

New U. Standards Make It Rough
seeking acceptance to UNM should
complete eight of the nine
requirements by the end of their
high-school sophmore year.
Davis commented on the large
number of students being accepted
to UNM from high schools that do
not impose the nine requifements.
He said, ''We still have a problem
Davis made the study public at a of preparing students for the
meeting of the Govemor's academic mainstream of university
Coordinating Council for Higher work once they get on campus."
Education earlier this week.
Davis said there may have to be
Requirements for acceptance to the creation of a summer program
UNM in 1977-1978 include. three between the high school graduation
units of English, two units of math, and fall classes to better prepare
two units of physical science and ~tudents with deficiencies in
two units of social science.
requirement areas.
Present requirements to UNM
are a high school diploma or
"We are still actively looking for
equivalent and a "C" grade ways to ~o a better job in order to
average.
·meet the educational needs of our
freshmen," Davis said.
· In an interview Davis said he felt
Davis said there have been spot
the reason for students not meeting checks made of different high
next year's proposed requirements schools throughout the state since
was the ability of students to choose the study was completed. "We
their classes in high school and found in smaller schools with
thereby "work their way around" limited curriculums, the students
required courses. Davis also said were meeting the requirements,'' he
bad counseling may be another said.
reason.
Davis said these schools do not
Davis said high school students have such varied curriculums that
By Joe Dopnelly
UN!\1 President William Davis
said a recent study of UNM's 1975
freshman class indicates that 1200
of those .students would not have
qualified for acceptance under
1977's
planned
entrance
requireme[lts.

Dean of A & S
Outlines· Methods
To Stop Cheating
Nathaniel Wollman, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
outlined ways to prevent cheating in
classrooms in a memorandum
issued to A&S faculty, teaching
assistants and grad assistants this
week." ___ ............ _.. --·-····-·--····----··· ···-

l I J~
Nathaniel Wollman

The memorandum is in response
to articles published in the LOBO
during the summer concerning
cheating at UNM.
In his memorandum, Wollman
said cheating has been reported to
him on a number of occasions but
admits, "Since I'm usually the last
to know about these things, what I
know is probably only the tip of the
iceberg.''
In the letter Wollman lists four
rules that teachers could follow to
prevent cheating. They are:
1. Adequately proctoring the
rooms, including added proctors
for larger classes;
2. Arranging seats to minimize
cheating opportunities, including
asking for special rooms and
making two or more sets of
questions to make copying harder;
J, Designing a .. test, so it doesn"t
rely heavily on memorization or
material (more analysis), and;
4. Taking greater care in issuing
take-home examinations, as
"commerce in term papers has
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become a national scandal."
In an interview with the LOBO
yesterday, Wollman said, "One of
the reasons we have cheating is
because faculty doesn't take all the
precautions in order to stop
cheating."
The first LOBO article reported
responses of some faculty members
and deans in light of the
investigation of cheating at West
Point. Many of the professors said
cheating was not a problem or was
non-existant.
A survey of 125 students enrolled
during the summer session
indicated that cheating was more
widespread
than
originally
reported. Seventy-six of the
students agreed that cheating was
more widespread and 45 admitted
they had cheated.
Commenting on the proctor
system that is used at UNM
Wollman said, "Our system is very
different because we do not rely
upon the students' own sense of
honor."

students can work their way around ·
requirements.
"The facts .are the small rural
schools list the courses a student
needs to take, ".he said.
Da-vis also said there has been a
greater number of high-school
students meeting the . planned
requirements since they were
released.
_Davis said he wasn't certain if the

study would have any effect on next
year's proposed requirement
changes. ''The plan will enable us
to get to the hub of the .matter if a
student has a deficiency," Davis
said.
Davis said the study also showed
there was a drop in ACT scores
among incoming freshmen within
the past ten years. ACT scores for
freshmen in 1967-1968 averaged

21.9 while scores for freshmen in
1975-1976 averaged 18.1.
During this same period,
however, cumulative grade-point
averages of freshmen at UNM
increased. Also average incomes of
families sending students to UNM
have dropped about $1000 not
including any curves to allow for
inflation.
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ASUNM To Borrow Funds
To Help Pay $16,000 Debt
By Ruth S. Intress
Dr. Morris Hendrickson, head of the Research
The ASUNM Senate approved a bill Wednesday Institute, said Thursday, "Last spring semester
night providing Kiva Club with $3956 and also ac- we had 326 full-time undergraduate Native
cepted an offer from the business office to borrow American students and 93 part-time students."
$8200 to pay half of last year's $16,000 debt
Hendrickson said about 1000 students don't
incurred by the Film and Speakers Committee.
answer the ethnic questions on the form.
Members of the Kiva Club Council accepted a
"I doubt very seriously that the figure~ would be
compromise offered by Senate officials after off by a margin of 400 students," Hendrickson said.
requesting $4444. The Kiva Club's original request
Junella Haynes, assistant coordinator of the
for $4687 was voted down in last spring's general
election. The Senate voted down the second Native American Studies Center, said, "The
request by two votes and approved the $3965, 16-3. institute misses approximately 20 per cent of our
The proposal to borrow money
from the business office was
made by ASUNM Treasurer.
Diane Frost. The loan would be
repaid to the business office.
However, until a bill approving
the loan is written and officially ·
approved by the Student Senate,
ASUNM will have approximately
$844 in the treasury and a
$16,000 debt.
Kiva Club spokesperson Lila
Bird said, "We are entitled, as
the only Native American group
on campus, to receive the $4444."
Following an hour-long debate,
the Kiva Club accepted the com. promise figure of $3956. The
revised figure eliminates $400
the club said was necessary to
celebrate Nishoni Days and $88
for an annual newsletter.
Sens. Celia Knight, Les Marshall and Tom stud~nts in their figures. Our estimates show
Williams, voting against the bill, said they thought there were 600 Native American students on camthe club deserved no more than $3200.
pus spring semester."
Marshall said the number of full-time Native
Americans studying at UNM (according to the
According to Haynes' figures there were 50
Institute of Research at UNM) is slightly more
registered
members in the Kiva Club last spring
than 300. Kiva Club members said the number was
and
300
members
for Nizhoni days.
closer to 700-800 students.

Committee on MinOrities Sets Conference
About 650 people· are expected to attend a "~riorities for
Minorities" conference scheduled for Oct. 9, at 9 a.m. m Woodward
Hall.
The workshop is_ being planned by a presidential-level Minority
Concerns Planning Committee.consisting mainly of UNM faculty, administrators and students, to consider student admission standards,
UNM's affirmative action policy and other minority concerns.
Legislators, state and school officials, community. orga~iz~tions,
UNM students, administrators and faculty members wtll be mvtted to
attend.
.
President William E. Davis said the administration expects the
conference to give the University "some clear ideas both of the nature
of our problems and of the best ~ppr~aches to their solutions ..As a
matter of fact, the planning committee Itself has already accomphshe.d
a great deal in that respect and we have every reason to hope fhat this
coJlfer.ence will lead to specific actions."
Herb Fernandez, committee co-chairperson, said the workshop will
address a number of questions raised by students near the end of the
1976 spring semester;.
·
.
_ _. _
. .
The morning session of the workshop will constder qu.estto~s
concerning UNM adm~ssion stan~ards. and ~he aft~rn~n. sesston wdl
consider matters relabve to UNM s afftrrnattve action pohcy-

The format for both the morning and afternoon sessions will includ·e
presentations by UNM administrators, presentation of papers on
various positions, panel discussions and question and answer
sessions. Each panel is to include a state legislato~.:, two UNM
students, a UNM administrator or faculty member and a member of
the Minority Concerns Planning Committee.
Revised entrance requirements, to take effect in 1977, call for
specific units of study in English, social studies, natural sciences and
mathematics. A foreign language requirement was later voted down
by the UNM faculty.
The policy also provides a number of ways to make up deficiencies,
including taking courses in high school or technical-vocational school;
taking the classes through correspondence from any accredited
institution of higher education; ~nrolling in UNM's non-credit Community College for remedial studies or by achieving specified scores
on the American College Test (ACT).
Additionally, UNM entrance requirement$,.provide for a limited
number of students who have not met the standards to be admitted
after a review of their individual cases.
The workshop had originally been scheduled for early June but was
later postponed to allow committee members an opportunity to
gather additional background information.
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Search Focuses on Nickel Carbonyl

Davis Condemns Pie Throwing on campus
"

Gas Suspected in Killer Disease

By Rebekah Szymanski

0

~
....:1

PHILADELPHIA-Thesearch
for the cause of the mysterious
l::( "Legionnaire's Disease" 'rhurs·;:; day focused on a poison gas used
~ in makjng plastics.
Dr. F. William Sunderman Jr., a
.,..,8
~
toxin specialist at the University of
:;;: Connecticut Medical Center in
:;: Farmington, said he had found
"'
concentrations of the chemical
''7
"'"' three times above normal in the
C'5 tissue's of the victims.
~
Today's announcements by the
p:; Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta and by a Connecticut toxin
specialist, were the first solid clues
medical investigators have come up
with in their efforts to find the
cause of the illness.
The disease, which has caused 28 .
deaths and made at least another
150 persons ill, broke out after a
July state American Legion
Convention in Philadelphia. All
those who died or became ill were
connected with the convention or
had visited the convention

PE

2000

headquarters,
the
Bellevue
Startford Hotel.
Two victims who died from the
mysterious malady attended the
41st
International
Eucharistic
Congress of the Roman Catholic
Church, at which President Ford
spoke on Aug. 8.
"These results somewhat further
the suggestion that nickel carbonyl
exposure could be a factor in these
deaths, but our results are by no
means conclusive," Sunderman
said.
Sunderman
said
the
concentrations found in the tissues
were "within the fatal range" of
nickel carbonyl poisonings reported
in industrial settings.
A CDC official in Atlanta
confirmed that nickel carbonyl
levels found fn victims' tissues were
higher than normal. But he also
said laboratory analysis were as yet
inconclusive.
The deadly compound, used in
the manufacture of plastics,

LE
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synthetic clothing, some printing
·material and other products, is
tasteless, odorless and colorless.
Sunderman said nickel carbonyl
"doesn't kill immediately, but
takes several days. In mild cases,
the symptoms develop very
insidiously, hours or days ·after
exposures."
Don Berreth, a spokesman for
the National Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta, Ga., said "At
this point our laboratory analysis
is inconclusive. n
l{e said higher than normal levels
of the nickel carbonyl had been
found in some tissue samples but
other tissue samples did not
produce similar results.
Dr. Lewis D. Polk, Philadelphia
health commiSSioner, said the
"comments were interesting but
inconclusive as yet. So far things
we have don't seem to fit."
The city lost another convention
Thursday when a spokesman for
the Health Care Facilities
Association of Pennsylvania,
representing about 200 nursing
homes in the state, confirmed it had
moved its convention scheduled for
Sept. 8-10 at the Bellevue Stratford
Hotel to a site in nearby Chester
County.
A spokesman for the American
Medical Association, which has a
clinical convention scheduled here
in December, said the mysterious
disease "has raised a moderate
amount" of concern "but we have
not made any change in plans."
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Govt. Funds for Abortions?
WASHINGTON-The Senate has voted to allow federal funds
to pay for abortions, and leaders are trying to find a way to work
out a compromise with the House, which is just as firm in banning
such payments.
The House and Senate must agree before the $56.6 billion appropriations bill for the Departments of Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare can pass.
By identical 53-35 votes Wednesday, the Senate rejected a
motion to agree with the House-sponsored ban·, then adopted
another to insist on its own terms and ask for a new conference.
On Aug. 10, the House voted 223-150 to insist that the bill
include language which said "none of the funds appropriated
under this act shall be used to pay for abortions or to promote or
encourage abortions."

Kidnap Suspects Indicted
MADERA, Calif.-A grand jury took only 20 minutes to decide
on indictments against three suspects from wealthy families in
the kidnapping of 26 Chowchilla, Calif., children and their school
bus driver.
Fred N. Woods, 24, of Portola Valley, Calif., and brothers
James and Richard Schoenfeld, 24 and 22 respectively, sons of an
Atherton, Calif., foot doctor, were indicted Wednesday night on
45 charges of kidnap, kidnap with bodily harm, and robbery.
Madera Superior Court Judge Jack Harnerberg continued bail
on the suspects at $1 million each.
Among witl)esses testifying were 23 of the 26 children kidnapped July 15 while riding a school bus, and the bus driver, Ed
Ray, 55.

Kidney
Donors
Sought

$3.99
$5.49

William Davis

Donors for cadaver kidneys are
being sought by .the UNM
transplant department, Dr. William
Sterling, Medical School transplant
chief, said.
Dr. Sterling, the only surgeon in
New Mexico doing kidney
transplants, said there are about 27
out-patients across the state who
are in need of cadaver kidneys to
relieve them from dependence on
dialysis machines.
A cadaver kidney is one that
comes from a person killed in an
accident such as a car wreck or who
sustains some irreversible brain
injury and had previously given
permission for his kidneys to be
used for transplants, Sterling said.
Forms to donate kidneys to the
Kidney Foundation of New Mexico
will be available in about a week at
any motor-vehicle department, said
Sandi Peace, transplant service
coordinator.
Sterling said two witnesses must
be present, making the adhesive
forms legal documents. The forms
are then placed on the backs of new
and renewed licenses, he said.
"The stickers are the best method
to use, because police automatically
check drivers' licenses, but are not
allowed to go through a purse or
wallet," Peace said.
Donor cards are available also by
writing the Kidney Foundation of
New Mexico, P.O. Box 602,
Albuquerque, 97107, 247-4602; or
Sandi Peace, Bernalillo County
Medical Center, 2 South Wing, 2774853.

Debate Legality Questioned
WASHINGTON -The Federal Election Commission got
bogged down Thursday in details over the legality of Presidential
debates and postponed a decision until next week.
Representatives of President Ford and Jimmy Carter went ahead
with plans to meet later in the day to work out arrangements.

Court Date Set for Will

NE\J t1EM\3ER5 \JELC0t1E
MON- SAT

In a statement issu~d Thursday
concerning last spring's piethrowing incidents, UNM President
William Davis said he would "like
to appeal to the common sense of
all students to set this foolishness
behind us and to also cease and
desist from putting out 'contracts'
on the faculty."
He said a number of persons who
were pied on campus last semester
"could have been seriously
aggravated by the pie-throwing."
"One person ... had a history of
serious vision problems. The pie
that was slammed into his face
triggered serious emotional and
physical trauma. It could have cost
him his sight," Davis said.
He said the pie-throwing
incidents also caused the University
several hundred dollars in
damages. In one office where a
pie had been tossed, damages to the

LAS VEGAS, Nev.-The so-called "Mormon Will," the most
believable of 33 documents which surfaced following the death of
Howard Hughes, gets a court hearing Friday in what is expected
to turn into a battle ground for handwriting experts over division
of his $2.5 billion empire.
District Judge Keith Hayes will conduct the probate hearing of
the will, which names as executor Noah Dietrich, Hughes' righthand man during his early career but who later fell out of favor
with the recluse.
British handwriting expert Derek Davis said the will was
either written by Hughes or someone familiar with his handwriting.

Manson Lists Next Victims
VACAVILLE, Calif.-;-Charles Manson, imprisoned as a
mastermind of mass murder, has written a death list for the
killers of the California Redwoods.
"I have sent a list of people out to be murdered," Manson
reportedly boasted from his cell at California Medical Facility,
where he was sent for his role in the Tate-LaBianca murders in
the Los Angeles area.
It was not known which Manson-cult members received the
execution order; most of whom are behind bars. The names on
the Vacaville list were not released and there was no indication of.
how the list got out of prison.
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Davis said yesterday that no
arrests had been made on any "hit
man/woman"
since
the
investigation last summer, but he
still wanted to ask students not to
throw any more pies. "However
funny it appears in a movie, piethrowing is not so funny on a
university campus, nor is it ~
appropriate, It is disruptive of ~
classes, has damaged individuals "'
'"'"
and is an infringement on the rights t~
of others," he ,aitl.
-""

FOR THE BEST IN

1

Vol. 81
No.6
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202.

carpeting and draperies amounted
to $175. There was also a case in.
which a desk calculator had been
ruined and a number of books had
been soaked with pie filling.
"Beyond that, several classes were
seriously disrupted,'' he said.
Last summer campus police
began an investigation of the
"hits" that had been made on
campus. Berry Cox, director of
Campus Police, said I he no lice had
intended to make iaboratory
analysis of some of the material
that had gone into the preparation
of the pie fillings because
complaints had been made by some
of the victims that "foreign
matter" had been present in some
of the pies.
One member of the Meringusters
(who asked not to be identified), a
pie-throwing organization in
Albuquerque who charged $10 for a ·
typical "hit" last spring, said they
bought their pies from local
Safeway grocery stores and the
fillings they usually chose were
custard.
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A problem on campus which has long been ignored has finally received
t:J some attention.
~
Nathaniel Wollman, Dean of Arts and Sciences, sent a memorandum on
iS: cheating to the faculty of A&S. He offered four rules to be followed during
z testing to decrease the possibility of cheating.
They were to have enough proctors in the classroom during tests,
......, arrange
seating to minimize possibilities for cheating, and have several
~ tests, each with the question.s in a different order, make up tests which
P-< discourage cheating, and he suggested alternatives to take-home exams.
Most of these suggestions are valid, but it will require diligence on the
part of each professor to make these rules work.
The University's newest lecture hall, Woodward Hall is ideal for
cheating. It is large and from each seat there is a good view of the desks of
at least four other seats, directly under the stud(mts' noses.
However, cheating on a take-home subjective test is very difficult. The
time spa,n involved prevents buying the answers to the questions, and only
rarely can a student find a friend who is willing or able to complete the
take-home exam for them.
The possibility of cheating on such an exam is substantially less than
cheating on in-class exams.
It is gratifying that more than two months after the LOBO published
stories about cheating (which apparently 75 per cent of the student body
already knew about) the administration has taken some steps to reduce
the problems.
This is a step in the right direction, but we must urge the recipients of
this memo to act on the suggestions the Dean offered.
We know that grade inflation has hit, but those students who don't
cheat would like their grades to reflect that favorably, not in grades which
are lower than the cheaters' grades.
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COMMUTERS CAN now gasp as a construe·
tion worker dons his helmet, music and theatre
students in Popejoy can practice to the sound of
jackhammers, and pot smokers in Yale Park can
compete with the smells of hot tar and propane.
One of the best decisions made during the
renovations was digging up Yale for new pipes at
the same time school started. Rumor has it that
this was part of the University's new-image cam·
Senate takes in its financial situation.
paign. By slowing down traffic on Central, it
would enable outsiders to see that school was
1111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Letters 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 back in session. The holes left.in the road now
resemble those on Redondo Drive at the corner
of Grand NE.

Women's Physical Ability

(

Editorial

Board
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Bruce Cline

Women's Singles and Men's Singles in Golf
and Tennis will be held shortly.
Golf Singles:
Entries due: Tuesday, Sept. 14
Participant/Manager Meeting:
Thursday, Sept 16
4:00p.m., Johnson Gym #214
Competition will begin Monday, Sept.
20 at the UnM North Course
Defending Champions: Men·
Keith Maio (Ind) and Steve Mauer
(Phi Delta Theta)
Defending Champions: Women·
Ann Finke (Chi Omega) and Patti
Bondus (In d)
Tennis Singles:
Entries due:.Tuesday, Sept.14
Participant/Manager Meeting:
Thursday, Sept 16
4:00p.m., Johnson Gym #124
Competition will begin on Saturday,
Sept. 18 on the UNM Courts
Defending Champions: Men·
Bruce Loring and Harry Ornelas
Defending Champions: Women
Bonnie Brandt (Delta Delta Delta)
and Debbie Maloof (Alpha Chi Omega)
Also the Co-Ree Golf Tournament will be
held at the conclusion of the Men's and
Women's Singles Events.

By Joe Donnelly

The renovation that is now going on at the
reservoir by the corner of Redondo Drive and
Yale Boulevard, is a good example.

This discrepancy in physical
ability is the reason the Women's
Tennis Association refuses to play
against Dr. Richards, not because
of "prejudicial stupidity."

TO COMPENSATE for the loss of parking
spaces between Yale and Harvard Streets on
Redondo Drive, parking officials came up with an
award-winner. Their solution was to withhold
parking applications for grad students. Clever?
you may ask. Not when Bill Otto of the City
Water Department said that section will be

closed until April or May of 1977.
To make parking space seeking more of an ad·
venture, the City Council passed legislation
enabling private citizens to take action against
cars parked ·on their property. Police, however,
must be contacted to make a record so the car
owner has to pay the towinQ fee.
BICYCLISTS WHO reroute their ride onto
campus because of the construction not only
learn the art of reservoir renovation but can also
experience the construction at the SUB and new
Art Building.
Here the bicyclist learns about the art of
deception by passing UNM's latest landmark, the
non-elevator elevator shaft. Tentatively the ex·
press ride from the second floor to the basement
is guaranteed to be your last.
WHEN THE BICYCLIST gets to the end of
the pathway in front of the bookstore he is
confronted by a curb with a 10-inch drop. One
story has it that meter maids go to the exact
same curb at lunch time and watch students
confined to wheelchairs attempting wheelies in
order to get onto the walkway.
If parking becomes any more of a problem,
bids will have to be taken on a parking garage.
However, one University official said if a project
like that becomes a reality (in this century) the
whole University would have to be closed down.
Or perhaps by then, Berry Cox will get the
system to work.
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1'he Faculty-Staff Noon Hour Intramural
Program begins this year with Volleyball.
The Faculty·kStaff Noon Hour Intra·
mural Program begins this year with
Volleyball. All games will be played during
the noon hour. The program is open to any
one who are classified as faculty or staff.
Entries ore due: Tuesday, Sept.14
Manager/Participant meeting: Thurs·
day, Sept. 16
noon, Johnson Gym #230
Competition will begin on Monday,
Sept. 20.
Both men and women are encouraged
to participate.

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE 1976-77

SCHEDULE 1976-77
Manager/Participant

A~tivity

Entry Date

Meeting

Starr Date

FlAG FOOTBAll
SWIMMING MEET
GOLF SINGLES
TENNIS SINGLES
RAOUETBALL SINGLES
BADMINTON SINGLES
VOllEYBAll
OVER THE LINE
HANDBALL SINGLES
CROSS COUNTRY
WRESTLING
SPRING BOARO DIVING
BASKETBAll 1 ON 1
BASKETBAll3 ON 3
BILLIARDS SINGLES
BOWLING SINGLES
BASKETBAll5' I0" & UNDER

Tues.. Aug. 31

Thurs .• Sept. 2
Thurs .• Sept. 9
Thurs .• Sept. 16

Tues., Sept. 7
Sat., Sept. 11
Mon., Sept. 20
Sat., Sept. 18
Sat., Oct 2
Sat.. Oct. 9
Mon., Oct. 11
Sat., Oct. 16
Sal .. Oct. 18
Sat., Oct. 23
Tues., Oct. 26
Sat .• Oct. 30
Mon., Nov. 1
Mon., Nov. a
Mon., No\'. a
Mon., Nov. 15
Mon., Nov. 15

SPRING SEMESTER
BASKETBAll
SKIING
POWER LIFT
RAOUHBAll DOUBLES
BADMINTON DOUBLES
HANOBAll OOUBLES
BOWLING DOUBLES
SLOW PITCH
TENNIS DOUBLES
GOLF DOUBLES
INNER·TUBE WATER POLO
BILLIARD DOUBLES
THREE·MAN VOLLEYBALL
FENCING
TRACK MEET

ONl-Y R/3AOIN(7

A BOOk.

li~TRAMURAL

FAll SEMESTER

Sff£3, TH£ CON-

CABIN DOOR!

Or Come To:
Intramural And Campus
Recreation Office
Room 230, Johnson Gym
(NE Corner)

INTRAMURAL. SCHEDULES

by Garry Trudeau

CREPT ON BOARD
ANO SL/PP/30 THE
lATCH ON TH5 MAIN

Faculty-Staff
Have Volleyball

277-4347
277-4346- Hot Line

:.

Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer
than 250 words, typewritten and double
spaced.

70 FINO OUT, 7H/3 ')]o
MINIJT&S" FI/..M C.R£IAJ
FOU/JWEO ME AS I

Intramural (I·M) Officials are needed
throughout the year to work during the
late afternoon and evening hours. Pay
starts at $2.30 per hour. For further
information contact Terry Linton, l·M
Office, Johnson Gym 230,277-4347.
Football and Volleyball officials are need·
ed NOW. Both women and men are needed.

For Information Concerning
The Hours Of All Recreation
Facilities, Call:

"I
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DOONESBURY

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton

1-M Officials
Always Needed

Golf And Tennis Singles

Learn While U Wait

One story has it that the contractors waited
until classes resumed so students could learn the
art of reservoir roofing and renovation. It is part
of the joint city and college project: "LearnWhile·You-WaiHn-Traffic·Program." So far it
looks like the most educational idea since
proposing to have Norm Ellenberger give checkwriting lessons.

Editor:
The writer of yesterday's opinion
clearly misunderstands why Dr.
Renee Richards' insistence on
playing women's professional
tennis is creating a furor among
professional women tennis players.
The women have not denounced
Dr. Richards for her sex-change,
her intentions 'to live as a female
person or her right to do so. They
have, in effect, though, underlined
the fact that surgical, cosmetic,
and/or mental changes do not alter
Dr. Richards' physical abilities in
the game of tennis.
It is common knowledge that
female tennis players are not on par
with the'1r niale counterparts. This is
not due to any inherent inferiority,
but rather to the general physical
differences of the male and female
bodies.
Just because Dr. Richards traded
her male sex organs for reasonable
facsimiles of female organs does
not mean that she will magically
begin playing tennis like a woman.

i 'i

Campus Humor

ONE OF THE most surpnsmg realizations a
new student develops while attending UNM is
the number of decisions that are made with th~
student in mind.

!'SOMEHOW WE HADIHE IMPRESSION
ll-IE SHIP
WOlJLD BE A LOI Bl66f:R I"

I

I

three meets in one is the organizational
pattern to be used in the coming IM
swimming meet. Separate individual and
relay events will be contested for Men,
Women, and Co·Rec.
Entries are due in the IM Office by
Tuesday, Sept. 7.
The manager/participant meeting is
scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 9, at 4:00
p.m. in Johnson Gym #124.
Preliminaries will be contested on
Thursday, Sept. 9, beginning at 7:00 p.m.
in the Olympic Pool, for all individual
events.
Finals in the individual events, relays
relays, and co·rec events will begin at 10:00
a.m. at the Olympic Pool on Saturday,
Sept.ll.
The defending Men's Champion teams
are the Lifeguards and the Halibutts.
The defending Women's Champion teams
are Chi Omega and the Lifeguards.

Flag Football, with leagues for Women
and Men, again are the first activities on
the IM Calendar,
Flag Football, with leagues for Women
and Men, again are the first activities on
the IM Calendar.
Entries are due in the IM Office by
August 31, Tuesday.
The manager/participant meeting is
scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 2 at 4:00
p.m. Men will meet in Johnson Gym 124,
Women will meet in Johnson Gym 230.
Competition will begin on Tues., Sept. 7
on the IM fields east of Johnson Gym.
A TO and NROTC will be trying to maintain
their #1 and #2 ranking re~ectively from
last year in the Men's Division; while
Santa Ana and Coronado will try duplicate
their #I and #2 finishes in the Women's
Division.
All rules are the same for men and
except that the men play with 9 people
while the women play with 7. Also in the
Women's game, everyone is eligible for a
pass.

Discourage Cheats

.;::

--

Swimming Coming Soon!

Football Starts The Year!

<t1

Tues .• Sept. 7
Tues., Sept 14
Tues.. Sept. 14
Tues .• Sept. 28
Tues., Oct. 5
Tues .• Oct. 5
Tues., Oct. 12
Tues., Oct. 12
Tues•• Oct. 19
Fri., Oct. 22
Tues., Oct. 26
Tues., Oct. 26

Tues.,
Tul!s.,
Tues..
Tues.,

Nov. 2
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 9

Tues., Jan. 25
Tues .. Jan. 25
Tues., Feb. 1
Tues.. Feb. 8

Tues., Feb. 15
Tues .. Feb. 22
Tues., March 1
Tues., March 22

lues., March 22
Tues., March 29
Tues., March 29
Tues., AprilS
Tues., April5
Tues,, April12 •

Tues., April19

Thurs .• Sept. 16
Thurs •• Sept. 30
Thurs .. Oct. 7
Thurs .. Oct 7
Thurs., Ocl. 14
Thurs .• Oct. 14

Thurs., Oct. 21
Mon., Oct. 25
Thurs .• Oct 28
Thurs .• Oct 28
Thurs., Nov. 4
Thurs., Nov. 4
Thurs .. No'.'. 11
Thurs., No'.'. 11
Thurs., Jan. 27
Thurs., Jan. 27
Thurs .• Feb. 3
Thurs.. feb. 10
Thurs .• Feb. 17
Thurs., Feb. 24
Thurs .. March 3
Thurs., March 24
Thurs., March 24
Thurs., March 31
Thurs .. March 31
Thurs .. April7
Thurs., April7
Thurs., Apri114
Thurs., Apri121

Mon., Jan. 31
To be annuunced
Sal .. Feb. 5

Sat .. Feb. 12
Sat., Feb. 19
Sat.. Feb. 26

Mon., March 7
Mon .. March 28
Sat., March 26
Men., April4
Mon., April4
Mon,, April11
Sat .. AprilS
Men .• Apri11B

Sat., April23

FAll SEMESTER

Acliwty
POWDER PUFF FOOTBALl
SWIMMING MEET
GOLF SINGLES
TENNIS SINGLES
RAOUETBALl SINGLES
TABLE TENNIS SINGLES
~OllEYBAll

CO-REC INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
FAll SEMESTER
Activity
SWIMMING
GOLF
TENNIS
16" SOFTBAll
RAOUETBAll
INNER·TUBE
WATER POLO
BOWLING
6 PERSON
BASKETBAll

Entry Due
Tues., Sept. 1
Tues., Sept. 14
Tues., Sept. 21
Tues .. Oct 5
Tues .• Oct. 12

Msnaget/ Part1cipsnt
Meeting
Thurs .• Sept. 9
Thurs .• Sept. 16
Thurs., Sept. 23
Thurs., Oct 1
Thurs., Oct. 14

Start Dale
Sat .. Sept. 11
Sat.. Sept. 25
Mon .• Oct. 11
Sat .. Oct. 16

Thurs., Nov. 4
Thurs.. Nov. tl

Mon .• Nov. B
Mon .. Nov. 15

Tues., No;~. 9

Thurs .. Nov. 11

Mon .• Nov. 15·

SKIING

tues., Jan. 25
Tues., feb. 1
Tues .• Feb. B
Tues .. Feb. 15
Tues .. March 22
Tues., AprilS
TueS.. Apfil19
Tues., April19

Thurs., Jan. 27
Thurs., Feb. 3

To be Announced

ARCHERY
BADMINTON
TABLE TENNIS
VOllEYBAll
61LLIARDS
FRISBEE
TRACK & FIELO

SPRING SEMESTER

Thurs., Feb. 17
Thurs .• March 24
Thurs., April 7
Thurs., April21
Thurs., April 21

Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

Sat.. Feb. 5
Sat.. Feb. 12

Sat.. Feb. 19
Mon., Mar. 28
Mon., April11
Sat., April 23

BASKETBALL
SKIING
RADUETBAll DOUBLES
ARCHERY
GYMNASTICS
BOWLING DOUBLES
FREE THROW
lfNNIS DOUBLES
SOFTBAll
BILLIARDS DOUBLES
FENCING
TRACK & FIELD

Sal .. April23

Copy Editor
Karen Moses
Ken Walston

Mll!'lllf1er.!

Manager

J

I

'Parhttponl
Mtelmp

Entry Oue
VOllEYBAll Tu!~ .. 'S~pt 14 T11Ufs. Se:Pt 1S
THINIS
FALL TENNIS CLASSICSINGl~S
DATE TO 8~ ANNOUNCfD
RAOUETBAtL
SINGLES
lues. Ocl 5 tlmrs. Ocl 1
MSKETBAll lues Nav 2 Thurs. Nnv ~

ActMIY

Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher

SPRING SEMESTER

FALL SEMESTER
.. ,

...

AttMIJI

ParlwpJnf

tflrry Oue

Moll. S!pt 2D

Meermg
BASKETBALL Tuu,Jan ZS Tht!TS.Jan17
TENNIS
SPRING TENNIS ClASSIC-

Mon. Oct 11

RAQUnBALL
DOUBlES
Tuu. Marth 1 lhuri, March~_ Mon .. ~arch 1
ONE PITCH Tue~ March 22 Thurs. March 24 !M'I"IIi·"jjj'jjj""ii2ii8• • •

Srarl 08te

DOUBLES

Mon Nov 8

Start Date
Tues., Sept. 7
Sat .• Sept. 11
Mort, Sept. 20
Sat. Sept. 18
Sat.. Sept. 25

Mon., Sept. 27
Mon .. Oct 11
Sat.. Oct. 9
Sat., Oc1. 23
Sat., Oct 30
Mon. Nov. 8
Mon.. Nov. 8
Mon .• Nov. 15

SPRING SEMESTER

FACULTY /STAFF INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE 1976-71

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Manager/ Participant
Meetrng
Thurs., Sepr 2
Thurs., Sept. 9
Thurs., Sept. 16
Thurs., Sept. 16
Thurs., Sept. 23
Thurs., Sepl. 23
Thurs., Oct 1
Thurs., Oct. 7
Thurs .. Oct. 21
Thurs., Oct. 28
Thurs .• Nov. 4
Thurs .• Nov. 4
Thurs., No'.'. 11

Sat .. Sept. 18

Tues., Nov. 2
Tues., Nov. 9

Thurs., Feb. 10

BADMINTON SINGLES
CROSS COUNTRY
SPRING BOARD DIVING
BILLIARDS SINGLES
3 ON J BASKETBAll
BOWLING SINGLES ,

Entry Due
Tues., Aug 31
Toes. Sept. 7
Tues .• Sept. 14
lues, Sept. 14
Tues., Sept. 21
Tues., Sept.1:1
Tues .• Oct. 5
Tues., Oct 5
Tues.,Oct.19
Tues., Oct. 26
Tues., Nov. 2
Tues., Nov. 2
Tues, No'.'. 9

Srart Oare
Mnn.,Jan.3f

DATE 10 BE ANNOUNCED

Tues., Jan. 25
Tues.• Jan. 25
Tues., hb. 1
Tues.• Feb. 8
i'ut.~.. feb. 15
Tues., March 1
TuEs., March 1
Tues., March 22
Tues., March 22
Tues .. April 5
Tues., April12
Tues., Apn119

Thurs.• Jan. 21
Thurs., Jan. 27
Thurs., Feb. 3
Thurs., Feb. 10
lh·! s., Feb. 17
l11urs., March 3
Thurs.. March 3
Thurs., March 24
Thurs .. March 24
Thurs., April7
Thurs .. April14
nurs., April21

Mon., Jan. 31
To be Announced
Sat.. Feb. 5
Sat., Feb. 12
Sat., Feb. 19
Mon .. March 1
Tues., March 8
Sat .• March 26
Mon., March 26
Mon., April11
Mon., April18
Sat., Apri123
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Calculator Dilemma Fades

By Lynda Sparber
With the burgeoning popularity
of hand-heid calculators in the past
few vears came the academic
qilemma of whether or not the
instruments were appropriate for
classroom use. Like the cost of the
calculators, though, the restrictions
have plummetted.
Some course instructors do not
care if students use calculators in
class, some advise students to
purchase them, and the College of
Engineering requires them of their
students.
· The engineering requirement of

calculators has increased the sates
of pocket computers at the UNM
Bookstore at least 30 per .cent over
last fall, said Mike Morgan,
assistant manager.
While Morgan attributes the
increase in sales to eased
restrictions and requirements, he
also said "sales are up" on the
simple calculators which only add,
subtract, divide and multiply.
The bookstore sells two "name"
brands of calculators-Hewlett
Packard
and
Texas
Instruments-at retail prices, but
charges no sales tax.

Half of UNM Students
Fail A&S Skills Test
Uy Rebekah Szymanski
About 50 per cent of the students
taking the Communication Skills
Test (CST), which is a requirement
for those planning to enter the
College of Arts and Sciences, fail
the test each time one is
administered,
said
Krystan
Douglas, director of the CST
program at UNM.
She said it's not uncommon for
students to take the test three times
before they are able to pass it.
"Last summer approximately 20
per cent passed the test," she said.
"There were two new graders in
July but we don't think those kind
of scores were due to the graders."
Students who received a grade of
26 or better on their ACT college

)_(

·---

entrance exams in English are
exempt from taking the CST's for
entrance into the College of Arts
and Scien~es.
The CST's, which are given four
times during the semester and once
during the summer, are graded by
three doctoral students in English
who ate also teaching assistants in
the department.
In order for the student to pass or
fail the test, two of the graders must
agree on the quality of the test.
She said there are no written
guidelines on how the tests are
graded, but most of the students
fail or are downgraded because of
problems they reveal with structure,
organization, grammar and
mechanics.
"We have two levels of failing,"
she said. "The first is when
students are not quite up to the level
of someone who has just completed
(English) 101. The second is for
those who are having serious
problems with structure and are
strongly recommended to take 100
or tutorial English:"
Douglas said if students fail the
test they should "come in and talk
to me about why they failed, rather
than blowing it again and again.
They really should get some

~~~~~~~?:~:S
advisement."
--~=====~~
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Exhibit to Feature
Southwest Architect

Sufi Dancing held every Tuesday at 8 p.m. at
2217 Leatl Ave. SE, The group will be led by
Alladin £rom the Sufi Center ln Santa Fe.

2 Lst•b'{'
~Oiq ~ 1<\E~AU~

Another major outlet of the same
two brands is Holmans, Inc. Deric
Hill, assistant general manager,
said, "The volume is up and the
dollar figures are down," which
means the added sales of
calculators which are much cheaper
this year about equals the profits of
last year. Holmans offers a lO per
cent discount to students with valid
!D's.
Few commodities have seen the
price drops calculators have
experienced. Morgan said a
calculator he bought three years
ago for $110 is now available, with
extra features, for $12.95. The price
of the popular scientific calculator,
the SR 56, has dropped $70 In the
last three months.
Because of the n:ipid change in
prices, engineering professors are
recommending students wait at
John Gaw Meem
least two weeks before investing in
a calculator. A new model meeting
most
lower-level
science/ math/engineering students'
needs is expected to be released
soon for about $25-at least half
the cost of present models of the
same caliber.
By D.M. Flynn
Dr. Colclaser of Electrical
The
works
of
a
leading
Southwest
architect, John Gaw Meem, are
Engineering will give a lecture Sept.
being
featured
at
the
Albuquerque
Public
Library, on the corner of
9 at 2:30 in Woodward Hall on
5th
and
Copper
Streets,
until
Oct.
30.
what to look for when purchasing a
The exhibit is sponsored by the library and the Friends of the
calculator.
The
calculator
University
of New Mexico Libraries and will be open from 10 a.m. to 5
companies also have brochures
p.m. Monday through Saturday.
which may aid in selecting the right
St. John's Episcopal Cathedral, 318 Silver SW, designed by Meem,
machine for a student's needs.
will also have a display of his works.
The Hand-held Calculator Club
Meem was born of American parents in Pelotas, Brazil, in 1894. A
on campus is also checking into graduate of the Virginia Military Institute, he served in World War I
signing up groups of students to after which he began a career in banking in New York City. After
buy calculators at wholesale prices. being informed that his health was failing, Meem decided to go west.
A final note: Morgan says sales His attraction to Santa Fe came from advertisements of the Santa Fe
of the old stand-by, the slide rule, railroad.
are at a virtual standstill this
Meem became interested in architecture while bedridden with his
semester.
illness. His recovery took him to Denver where he studied at the
Beaux Arts Institute of Design Atelier in Denver. He opened an office
in Santa Fe with his associate Cassius McCormick in 1924.
Meem is well known for his use of neo-Pueblo·style architecture.
Spanning his fifty-year career, Meem has designed more than 40
major buildings on the University of New Mexico campus. Included
ThC' A TM Duslnl'ss Assoc. will hold its rirst. among these are Zimmerman Library, Hokona Hall, Scholes Hall,
meeting or the semester Tues., Aug. 31, at Johnson Gymnasium and the Alumni Chapel, the plans of which are
Chicano Studies, 1815 Romn NE.
displayed at the Albuquerque Public Library.
Other architectural endeavors of Meem's are Santa Fe's Museum of
The Sttidl'nt Union Das('m('nl Gam('S ('Jub will
hold an organizational meeting Mon., Aug. 30, at 7 International Folk Art, St. Vincent Hospital, La Fonda, the Santa Fe
p.m. in Rm. 250-A of the Sl!B. Anyone wilh an
County Courthouse and the First Presbyterian Church.
intcr('SL in games L'i cordially lnvit£'d to ntt!'nd.
Although retired since 1960, Meem has remained active in
Campus Gold, an organir.ation interested in
historical
preservation. As chairman for the Society for Restoration
h!'lping youngl'r Girl Scouts in outdoor skills and
hobbies, will meet ()n Thurs., Sept. 2 at 9:00 p.m.
and Preservation of New Mexico Mission Churches, he worked on the
at Hokona Hall, Call277·3214 or l{'aVl' message for preservation of Acoma, Laguna and Santa Ana Pueblo churches.
Sue Johnson at 277-2806.

Amer. Society of Mech. Engineers Student Section will have an organizational meeling on Aug.
30 at 12 noon at the Mcch. Eng. Student Lounge.
All students, csperially (reshpcrsons, invited.
A second section of Beginning Typing will be
opened hy the Dept. of Secondary Ed. Course is
Bus. Ed. 111·002, meetingT-Th at 7·8:15 p.m., Rm.
206 College of Education Classroom Wing. Call
Mrs. Smith or Dr. Weber at217·4115.

Have fun, make new friends. Dance wilh the

UNM Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club_ Dances

Kindly Yours

every Thurs. at. 7 p.m., Rm. 176, Johnson Gym. No
partners or experience necessary. Beginners'
lessons start this week.
UNM Rugby practice will be held on Tucsda.::s
and Thursdays at 5:00 p.m. on Johnson Field. All
Ruggers please attend.
Any(lne intere!iled in h('!ping with the rccon·
struction oind operation of lhe ASA galrcry, please
•
call Claire at 898·8681.

Albuquerque's 1st
Bisexual Disco
and Game Room

Iunder 21 Allowedl

First week gNtitlg you down'! Relax and meet
some friends nt the eontinuous open housw at thl'
Newman Center on Las Lomas Rd., today through
Aug. 28, Free cookies, rortec.

J

9:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m., Tues-Sun

113 Alvarado N.E.
(behind Kap's)

Lost Canyon

Weekend Motorists
Face Greater Risks
Motorists might want to be extra
cautious on Friday afternoons, and
Saturday night drivers probably
should sharpen their skills,
especially in Albuquerque, Santa Fe
and Las Cruces.
That's because the evening rush
hour, especially on Friday was a
popular time for car accidents in
New Mexico in recent years, as was
Saturday night. And the state's
three largest cities accounted for
half of all' injurious traffic
accidents in 1974, according to data
gathered at the University of New
Mexico.

Important Student
Directory Information
The following information will be listed in the 1976·77 Student
Directory on each individual UNM student
Name, Year Classifi~~tion, Coll~g~.
Local Phone Number, Local or Commuting
Address and City, Permanent Address., City
State, and Zip Code
If you do not want any or all of this information to be published, please
:go to the Student Activities Center, Second Floor, New Mexico Union
Building (SUB) before September 7, and fill out the appropriate form
requesting that your name .be deleted.

Art·
Supplies

UNM's Bureau of Business and
Economic Research is now
preparing a computerized recordkeeping system for the state Traffic
Safety Commission. Earlier this
year John McClure of the Bureau
completed a report on traffic
accident" data from 1972 through
1974 which showed that:
-About half of all accidents
causing injuries occurred between 1
and 8 p.m., with 20 per cent
between 4 and 6 p.m.;
-Accidents in which drinking
drivers were involved occurred
most often between 10 p.m.
Saturday and 4 a.m. Sunday; and
-There were about 25 per cent
more accidents on ·Friday and
Saturday than on other days of the
week." Accidents causing injuries
were least frequent on Wednesday.
There were about 40,000 car
accidents a year in the period
studied, although reduced speed
limits cut the 1974 rate. About onequarter of those accidents involved
personal injury and about l per
cent were fatal.

Recall Directed at APS Board
Analysis by the LOUO Staff
refused to attend a meeting of the
In the recent stew pot of the Albuquerque Classroom Teachers the APS Superintendant, Ernest the APS administration began
runmng high against the School
Albuquerque Public Schools' (an Association, The members sent a Stapleton, has the amhority to action to terminate the contracts of
Board,
many of the potential
averted teachers' strike and the mailgram refusing to discuss assign personnel based on needs of all APS blue-collar workers on
striking
teachers
signed the recall
strike, In the APS/CW A dispute,
present blue-collar strike) another contract negotiations with the the entire school district.
petitions,
and
after
the "no strike"
The
Martinez
statement APS has held the terms on its hardvegetable has been simmering in the teachers.
vote,
many
of
those signing
compounded by the ACTA non- line position.
pot for months-recall petitions.
teachers have since asked the
Coincidentally the recall petitions
Last Sunday night, the teachers
Amid the paper tiger teachers' were directed at the same four attendance and later subsequent
parents' group to remove their
strike, picketing by custodial members of the School Board who action in contract bargaining with aired their disgruntlement with
names.
Apparently many of those
workers and even in the face of later did not attend the ACTA the CW A put the board in the APS by loud cheers in any signing teachers fear retribution
attempts by Albuquerque residents meeting. The members were position of bargaining or listening condemnation speech of APS. With
trom the schools.
to recall four of the five President Ted Martinez, Vice only on its terms. With the CWA the recall petitions, only about 4000
The APS and School Board
Albuquerque School
Board President Dan McKinnon Ill, negotiations, APS made only a signatures have been collected so appear to be victorious in the
members, the board has taken a Maureen Luna and Joseph M. single wage increase offer and has that the parents animosity might be adoplion of its position even with a
maintained that stance.
directed towards a recall election of potential casualty of two on the
stance not to back down in the Zanetti, Jr. The one member
If the recall petitions are to be nnlv one or two board members.
hoard.
face of any ofits opponents.
exempted was Lorraine Gutierrez, successful, state law requires that to
However, when venom was
The petitions for a School Board who also was the only board
recall election started in early June member to attend the ACTA have a' recall election per board
member, one-third of the total
when Whittier School Principal meeting.
number" of people voting for
Study of
Dora Clarke was to be transferred
Store Of
During the attempt to gather position in that section of the
• Kung Fu
to another school. APS said the signatures for the recall election,
• Tea
district, must sign the petitions. For
• Tai Chi
reason for Clarke's transfer from Martinez refused to comment on
• Herb
most of the board members a recall
Whittier was that they like to the petitions themselves but did
•
Acupressur•e•
• Flute
petition will require about 3000
transfer principals every seven to comment on the transfer issue
• Galligraphy W"'-111
signatures. In the case of Luna it
• Records
nine years. However, at that time specifically.
will require about 8000 signatures.
there were several Albuquerque
Martinez said the transfer issue
In this hard-line stance iaken by
principals who had been at one was whether the School Board APS and the School Board, the first
schoql for 10 to 15 years.
should become involved in victory went to the administrators
3015 Central NE
268-7023
Also at that lime another personnel matters. He said the when the teachers voted not to
Next To Lobo Theatre Mon-Sat.10a.m.-6p.m_
principal, Ausencio Romero of board was backing the tenet that strike last Sunday night. Yesterday,
Duranes School, was to be
transferred.
About June 15, parents irritated
at the two transfers joined forces in
an effort to stop the personnel
changes.
In the case of Clarke, she had
three years before retirement and
·had been involved with the
By Dolores Wood
surrounding
community
in
The latest Nielson survey rated
obtaining
programs
for KNME of Albuquerque sixth in the
preschoolers and the first and nation out of 270 publicsecond grades. She fought with the broadcasting stations.
APS administration to try to get
"We have tried in the past year
every program.
and a half to let people know they
Parents in the school district have a competitive alternative in the
Nishiki Olympic
charged that her transfer was community," said KNME Program
disciplinary or a stop instigation Manager Carlos Molina.
"When we promote programs,
action on the part of the APS
we try to show other things than a
administration.
head'
teaching
The parents' group further 'talking
charged that APS administrators philosophical theories," he said.
The
audience
of- public
and the School Board wouldn't
Carlos Molina
listen to arguments by the parents. broadcasting stations is much
Warrant}:)
The group quoted the board as different than what most people
The survey showed crime to be
saying, the board had too many conceive, he said. "A lot of people the major concern of 96 per cent of
Reg. Price $149.95
say
PBS
is
watched
by
upper-class,
arguments with people in the past
the respondents. Education was
when allowed to speak at public upper-income, four-year college next with 37 per cent, and
graduates," he said. "But in the unemployment was third with 28
meetings.
latest survey by Nielson, they
While the petition controversy discovered that the public-television per cent. There were 98 questions
was beginning, the School Board audience is mostly made up of on the survey.
Funds for the station come from
already had its hands full of labor people who have had four years of
the
state and federal governments
negotiations
with
the high school and are making $12,000
through
the Corporation of Public
Communication Workers of and under."
Broadcasting.
America and murmurings of a
The purpose of a publicMolina said that what the station
potential teachers' strike in the fall. broadcasting station is not only to
is
lacking
now is the manpower and
The School Board was already instruct, inform, and serve the
money
to
make programs at the
solidifying its public stance of a needs of the community, but also to
local
level
and offer them
"no-negotiating" attitude from the entertain with quality programs, he
nationally.
parents' charges and from an said.
605 Yale SE
842-9100
"Programs are very expensive to
incident in early July. At that time
He said the increase of people make, and it's very difficult with a
four of the five board members watching public-broadcasting
Limited Quanities Available
staff of only 30 people," he said.
stations is a result of "more people
tuning in and finding out for the
first time that there are good
quality, interesting programs on."
In serving the needs of the
community, KNME is doing a
survey of what citizens in the area
Philosophy Ciub will hold il.s first meeting Fri., consider to be major problems.
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Nielsen Survey Rates
KNME 6th in Nation
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lRE BIKE SHOP
Back To School

SPECIAL!
A)Spin maxi Crank
B)28 Lbs.
C)AIIo_y Components

D)Lifetime

Frame

Sale Price
•

Aug. 27, at 3 p.m. in the lounJW of the fifth floor or
the Humanities Bldg. Dr. Uuhert Alexander will
speaK on the "ljurposC! and Format of the
Philosophy Club."

The UNM Simulations Association will meet
Sun., Aug. 29, fr(lm noon to 6 p.m. in Rm. 110 in
the Law Sehool. All people interested in war
gaming and simulations are invited to attend.
Welcome back( Enjoy the welcome-back potluck
supper at the Newman Center on Las Lomas
Road, Sun., Aug. 29, 7 p.m. Freel! Bring a friend.
"Birth Without Violenct"," a ·(ihn by Dr.
will be presented Fri .. Aug. 27,
at. -7:30p.m. in the Kiva. The Film will bo followed
by n panel disCussion involving both physJCtnns:
nnd parents who have Used the mel hod.
Fredrl~k L~boyer,

Atlcnllon Health Science students! Pleas£' help
save a life today by donating a pint of blood. The
Bloodmobile will bl.! al BCMC second fioor Jnb
Thurs., 11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m. and Fri., 10 a.m. to
4p.m.

Vets! Dt?nate that. potbelly anri sign up for fl<~g
!oothall <It th(• StudeiJt Vl'fs Ulllce in Mesa Vista·
beiore 'J'ties., Aug. 31.

1'ht' UNM Chapt!'r of Phf Sigma Tau, tht'
philosophy honor ~M!Ny, will OJ1t'n it:<> Fr1da,v aftr-rrioon dis<'Ussion srssion!'l lo the n<'ademie romtnunity at large'. For !iJrthf't information, call277·
2-105.
ASUNM Registration Committe!.! Will hola
voter registration !M all intere-sted students nt
Bandelier East from 9 a.n;, to 4 p.m. I.!Vl'ry day.
'You need to register lo become n resident. fo'or
more information call DaVC! Montague nt 277·2178.
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Chinese Culture Center
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Sidewalk
Sale!

Afro-American Studies
III Course
Schedule, Fall1976
Ani.Sl.
I~ 313-0()1

TbeBiack
CDmmunity
Ed. Fdn, F'oundatfons
290·001
of Education
Ed. Fdn. Foundations
290-0();1
Df Educations
Hie~
Afro-American
Ed. dn. History
284·0ill
History Blackeln
387-0(II
Latin America
Swahili
Introduction to
101-001
Swahili
Ed. Fdn, Problem
.'151--002
Ed. Fdn, Problem
1551-002
Arl Ed. Cr(!ative Crafts
] 10-002
in Elem. School
Art Ed, Creative Crafts
100-004 in Elem. St:>hool
Pol, Sc.
African Politics
352-001
African Llteralurl.!
~ 280·009

I
I
1
tt

I.

I
1

I
t

J

I Engli~h

I'
I **"'
I
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H\-l'R11ill

. • ; gradut~.te
l'roblems

Tue·Thur
9:30-10:45
M-W·F
8:30-9:20
Tue·Thur
9:30-10:45
Monday
6:30-9:15pm
Wedpesday
6:30-9:15 pm
M·W·F'
4:30·5:20pm
ARR.
ARR.
Mon·Wed
12:30·3:20
Monday
6:30·9:15 pm

M~W·F

J :3()-2:20
M-W·F
10,30·11,20
ARR.

For the first time lobo men•s shop

•

If
times .
Afro· 1

,J97·001
Further informati.on. conct"rning
and locations can be obtained frDm
Amt'rican Studies, 18:19 Roma, N.E., 277·5644(·
or 277-56,15, Director, Dr. Harold Bailey.
f'our wnrk·study positions are now open,
Apply if intere!!ted, 277-5644,
_

This Saturday, Aug. 28
pants-only $4.00
Shirts-$4.00
lobo
Plus a large sde:ction of leather coats,

j
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Superman, a color collection (Dig made, is showing at the Guild probably don't go see movies
The Bad News Bears, a situation

o Lois Lane's red hair!) of episodes
>;:, from the late 50's TV series, will be
"@ showing at the SUB tonight.
~ Bedazzled, a mod English version
o of the Faust legend, directed by
·~ Stanley Donen and featuring
"' Raquel Welch, will be showing
:;:;: Saturday night at the SUB,
!:::
The Return of the Tall Blonde Man
Q)
z with One Shoe starts tonight at Don
00 Pancho's. This sophisticated
"' French comedy reminds me a lot of
~ Woody Allen or Peter Sellers type
P.. films. Not profound, but fast paced
and guaranteed to keep you
laughing.
Play It Again Sam, in my opinion
the best film Woocly Allen ever

tonight and Saturday.
anyway.
The Story of Adele H., ' is a Silent Movie, Mel Brooks' latest
Francois Truffaut film based on the comedy film, is showing at the
life of Victor Hugo's daughter. Not Lobo, just east of the Triangle.
Truffaut's best, it is still an
Rainbow Bridge is the midnite
excellent film. Sunday and Ty!onday
movie (actually II: 15) at the
at the Guild.
Cinema East Twin. If you want to
Spanish Fly (see the review on page know what Jimi Hendrix was all
9) is showing at theM Plaza.
about go see it.
The Shootist, another John Wayne Bugs Bunny, Superstar, is all about
flick, is also showing at the M America's favorite rabbit, and his
~
Plaza.
archenemy, Elmer Fudd. This film,
The Exorcist is the third film showing at the Hoffmanntown,
showing at theM Plaza and also the intersperses some of the great ·
Eastdale and Louisiana. Mall. No original cartoons with films of the
point in my describing it; if you creators
and
animators.
don't know what it's about, you Recommended for all the cartoon
and film history freaks.

comedy about a bitchy little girl
who takes over a losing little league
team and transforms it into a
winner is showing at the Cinema
East.
Drum, described as a film that outMandingos Mandingo, is showing
at Los Altos.
All the President's Men, a pseudodocumentary starring Robert
Redford and Dustin Hoffman as
the two reporters who toppled the

I

Nixon government, is showing at
the Galeria Twin Theater.
Sherlock Holmes' Smarter Bro·
ther, a comedy film starring
Gene Wilder, is half of a double
feature at the Galeria Twin
Theater. The other half is the
Duchess and the Dirt Water Fox.

...

Future World is a science fiction
film featuring Peter Fonda, Blythe
Danner, Arthur Hill and Yul
Brynner is at the Fox Winrock.

- '•,.

·Jt

STING IN
YOUR FliNG!the Comedy
Aphrodisiac . ..

American Premiere
HELD OVER
Second Week

U
·
Pfaz&
Mon~
ome~v·
9
.r/ f •
at San Mateo N.E,

881-1080

To help start the semester off
right, PEC is presenting a free rock
concert on the Mall Sunday
afternoon. Two of Albuquerque's
best bands, Haywire and Traveller,
plus possibly a third group will be
featured. The music's free, so if
you're trying to figure out what to
do with Sunday...

ffiototc,Ycle Documentaty

One Chance to Win

William Weldon & Ellen Dowlln9

Otphic Opening
BUV1
GET1

FREE
TravellerAiso40¢Beer
Boogie To:

'

Dry British Sex

Rock' n'Roll
On the mall

FRANK THORNTON • SUE LLOYD • COLOR BY DELUXE 0~

'

Terry-Thomas and Sue Lloyd, hl9h on Spanish fi.Y

Bambi, one of Walt Disney's early
classics, and Gus, a recent film
from the people who inherited the
Disney apparatus, are co features at
the Cinema East.

wilh

·"-

"

Oullaw Josey Wales, starring Clint
Eastwood, is at the Los Altos. lf
you like gun down Westerns ...

GRAHAM ARMITAGE • LESLIE PHILLIPS • NADIUSKA

'

'

~"

Where the Red Fern Grows,
described as a boy's greatest
adventure, is showing at the
Hiland.

to-slanlng

... .,.

;

Murder
by
Death
is
a
murder/comedy with a series of
cameo appearances by some of
Hollywood's greatest. Also at the
Louisiana Mall,

A FUNNY
SENSATION

g

• ' I
'

~\

,.~.

The Man Who Fell to Earth,
directed by Nicolas Roeg and
featuring David Bowie, Rip Torn,
Buck Henry and Candy Clark, is
showing at the Louisiana Mall.
People are either raving about this
film or putting it down. Definitely
worth seeing, even if only once.

PUTA llnLE

.

f~

The Orphic Theatre of Albuquerque (somewhat a reincarnatiort of
the Bugger City Poverty Players) opened its fall season last night
with Opening Night and Logos Agonistes.
Opening N~ght is. a prelude, a short theatre piece which virtually
demands audience mvolvement, and prepares the audience for the
main attraction, Logos Agonistes. It starts, ostensibly, as a comedy of
manne~s with the Lord (William W~ldon) and Lady (Ellen Dowling) in
a drawmg room. Her lover (Catherme Murray playing a man) arrives
and ~II ~ell breaks lo~se. But do~'t be misled by the way the play starts. Its hke a smooth mtro to a piece of heavy metal music. What does
the audience expect of a performer /performance?
. !Editor's note: I wish I could say more about the plays now. But
s.nce they demand viewer response, how can I talk about them
without seeing how. the audience. ~esponds? Tonight, Saturday and
Sunday at 8:15p.m. 1n the Humamt1es Bldg. Theatre.)

Mon.-Thurs.
7-9

Spanish Fly, directed by Bob
Leslie Phillips, who also ap·
Kellett, is now showing at peared in another witty comedy most sex comedies the beautiful
women are not there for their acMontgomery Plaza 3 Theaters.
Not Now, Darling, is unexciting ting talents, but are there for
Review by George Gesner
and any claims of his being a
I say ... a formula for a British British sex star is fiction, The visual effects. The movie
sex comedy. You find a group of
film introduced a dazzling look- provides a few hearty laughs, but
extraordinarily good-looking alike to Sophia Loren in the perwomen, a couple of aged and son of Nadiuska. As in the case of that doesn't compensate for an
overall dry and dull movie.
distinguished Englanders,
tasteful nudity, a chauffeur (or
some servant type) and sprinkle
it with some old-fashioned
British wit.
The formula is put to use and
MIDNITE
the product is Spanish Fly. The
MOVIE
film starts off at a crawl
familiarizing the audience with
The First Electric Western
the setting of Minorca off Spain.
A Head Of His Time
The slow life-style of the island
somewhat sets the pace;
however it's the bit actors and
villagers (including pets) that
supply the most humorous
moments in the comedy.
The star of the show is
toothless Terry-Thomas playing
an .entrepreneur who keeps
commg up on the short end of
tricky business deals. Sir Percy
(Thomas) is the ov~rused eccentric tyP.e (gin & tonic fits) and
who· ever heard of an eccentric
without a stooge or servant type?
Enter Perkins (Graham Armitage), a delightful character
but unfortunately the same old
stereotyped role.

By Christine Hammond
One Chance to Win is a their assistance in this project.
Nearly 3/4 of the film
documentary
film
about
soundtrack
is music, written and
professional motocross, starring
performed
by
Celestial Spring, a
the top racers in MX. Charles
group
of
six
music
students from
Manuel, along with Charles Bush
the University of Southwestern
produced and directed this movie: Louisiana.
As an experienced camerman
Manuel described the music to
Manuel was the overseer for most
me as progressive modern jazz. In
of the shooting. Manuel has been
his opinion, it fits the film very
working in media for 14 years in
well,
which is apparently a difficult
different capacities. This is his first
task. A sound track album is due to
be released in a few months.
Charles Manuel feels that the
There were no p lo.nned shots. best feature of One Chance to Win
Everything wo.s up to the race is that it is both entertaining and
o.nd the weather.-Charles educational. This documentary film
manuel.
should be full of action and
realism, especially to local dirt
riders.
attempt at a feature film.
While directing half hour
Some of the local bike shops,
documentaries for television he Bobby J's Yamaha for one, has
became interested in the ;port discounted tickets for the movie.
through a friend at the TV station. One Chance to Win will be shown
After
doing
a
30-minute starting Wednesday at the Eastdale
documentary on local amateur Theater, Eastdale Shopping Center.
riders that received enormous
attention, he decided to do a
feature film.
The monies needed were raised
just prior to the professional racing
ASUNM Speakers Committee
series last summer. Manuel rented a
Cessna and proceeded to follow the
·
national circuit.
presents
Twenty hours of film were shot
for this SO-minute movie during
which Manuel and the ca~eramen
suffered nearly as much mud and
sweat as the riders.
I I asked Manuel what were the
he encountered
1 1 greatest obstacles
, regarding One Chance lo Win
I "We had no controls," said.
Manuel. "The shooting was
• I completely run by the sport. There
September 2·8:00 p.m~ Popejoy
I were no planned shots. Everything
was up to the race and the
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weather.
i Manuel told me of one incident
when moving to a hetter shooting
i angle, he and his camerman almost
i got run over. They hl!d to run
i across the track and midway the
! camerman dropped the camera on
:his foot. They got out of the way
(illst as a rider sped by.
i Manuel and his associates
!received a Jot of cooperation from
'iboth the' racers and the American
'Motorcycle Association. The AMA
)is a non-profit organization that
!controls the races. The producers
·rona ted $2000 to the AMA for

i

Uncle Nasty's
.. A Good Place To Make Friends"
Entertainment 1 Nights 4418 Central SE
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·Best Bluegrass·
Cheapest Booze

±tari~Xt~8
u~~~~;:~::'
~
:t
Th

Hunter· Thompson

j

. ;.,'f-'1

$1 Any Mexican Beer

•

Sunday

L. B~gJ~~~~~d

-fc:

Ozone Express Also
From Oregon- Star berry Band 1-4
With A

1c

5 Miles N. of Bernalillo On 1-25 To Algodones

1<

Tickets at:§UB BoxOUice for Student DiQcount &
Gold Street Cirus & Natural Sound No 2 ~n Me
1
Admission·$3.00·General Public. $1.SO Stude::..u

~

**
**

Friday

-1c:

~

\

*

And Talent Night

1c

1c

Famous Doonesbury Character "The Duke"

..,..

Ladie~ Night 1/2 Price
L.B.Cottonwood
$1 Shots Of Cuervo Gold

~

National Affairs Editor of "Rolling Stones'
Author of '"Hell's Angel's", Fear and Loathing
in Las Vegas", Fear and Loathing: On the Campaign
Trail1972."

~

Management

ursday

Country Bar·B ..Que

867·9983
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Garcia's Launching Pad Was WAC Title

CONTACTS?

Brfng your Rx, or Juat came by... We A1ao
d•en
poll1h, •II toiU1Jon• ...

Casey Optical Co.
INeKt door to Ca•ev

Re~eall

Drug)

4312 Lomas at Washington
Phooe 255-1329

upcoming Japanese tennis tour,
Garcia said, "I'm going to take my
books and I'm going to study, or at
least try to study!"
Garcia's father taught him how
to play tennis when he was seven,
but it wasn't until high school that
he began to play seriously apd
competitively. Now qt 20, Garcia is
under the training of the Lobo head
tennis coach Tim Russell.
Garcia said, "Tim Russell is
great. He helped me a lot last year.
I've had so much help with my
game in the last two years." But he
emphasized, "I don't let people
manipulate my game though. I
listen to advice and take whatever
advice that applies to my game.''
Garcia played in 14 major
tournaments this summer which
took him from Texas to New York.
The U.S. Tennis Association
provides the funds for these
tournaments but, Garcia said,

CALL
AUSTRALIA
[505] 842-855~

This Albuquerque number will reach the only man in
town who can tell you where to find Foster's Imported
Australian Lager Beer:

James Franchini -- Southwest Distributing Company
If you've got a taste for Australia, g1ve him a call.
And become a Foster's child.

Actual Size.

"They
(the
U.S.
Tennis
Association) also tell us where to
play."
The tournaments were played on
both clay and grass courts. Garcia
prefers the clay courts and
explained "The grass is not an even
surface. The ball will hit in the same
place and bounce differently every
time. At least on a clay surface the
ball will probably bounce the same
3 out of 5 times."

What kind of racket does the AllAmerican use? Garcia answered
with a broad smile and said, "A
Garcia. It's a good racket, and
besides it doesn't hurt to have your
name on it!"

I
I
J

The NM football team began hitting during Thursday's practice session with the season
opener only three weeks away.

Workouts Please Mandt

-·

Lobo Photo

·

.

Daily Lobo

, Sp()rtS

·
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Lru;t week in the LOBO's first issue of the semester, a story appeared citing the opinions of four persons connected with the UNM
athletic department centering on what they thought wru; wrong with
Lobo athletics. In the interest of fairness we present their opinions on
what is right with the athletic department.
Susan Craig, women's sports-information director, said her favorite
thing about the athletic department is "the athletes. They are topquality people, really good people. The athletes are the number-one
people.
"I'm pleased because the new track coach for the men, Bill Silverberg, is working closely with the women's track coach, Barb Butler.
"I feel we've gained more acceptance in the public's eye in the last
few years. This is because they can appreciate women's athletics now·
that we've upgraded the programs so much."
Don McGuire, sports information director~ agreed with Craig's
opinion. "I like the athletes and coaches here. I have never been
around people I like so much and are of such high quality.
"These people are super and it makes you want to work harder for
them.
"Compared with four years ago when I first worked here, this place
has really improved. lt has Imagination and initiative now. I believe
Lavon (Athletic Director McDonald) is responsible for that.
"We've expanded the Arena and the football stadium. It's really exciting to work in a place like this where there are no doors closed to
you."

By Tim Gallagher
UNM head football coach Bill Mondt is fairly
pleased with the way his Lobes have looked in
practice this week and hasn't picked a number-one
quarterback yet.
"Things are going fine," he said. "We've had
very little hitting this week but we'll start to pick
up on that soon. There's really no hurry."
Regarding the scramble for the quarterback
position between C.J. Jones, Casey Miller and
Noel Mazzone, Mondt said, "We've no reason to
change anyone just yet. Things are still the way
they were when spring practice ended."
Mazzone was on top at the end of the spring
workouts and he is quarterbacking the first team
offense, while Jones and Miller are heading the

Posrer& Lager is Imported from Australia exclusively by
All Brand lmporters lnc., Roslyn Heights. New York 11577.
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"I don't mind being stuck in Carlisle Gym because we're not
isolated from the campus.
"To be honest, there's no other university I'd rather work for.
Perhaps it's because I'm so aggressive, but most people are very
cooperative."
Efforts to reach Athletic Director Lavon McDonald were unsuccessful because he is suffering from a head cold. So, we did the next
best thing we ~ould. We talked to Assistant Athletic Dire:.:tor Ike
Singer.
Singer "likes the way the athletic department looks to the future
with the expansion of the complex, meaning the Arena, the new turf
and the addition to the press box.
"At this time last year we were worried about cutting out some of
the min~r sports, but it see'?s now that we'll be competitive in every
sport th1s year. We have tned to save in some areas where we oversp<md and budget the money to the minor sports.
"We also had a great year doing some in·state recruiting."
NEXT WEEK: More from some other folks.
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Head Coach Dick McGuire said that the Lobos will be contenders
for the national title and should be ranked in the top IO~t(mms in the
nation even with the loss of Bryant and Cragun. "We've got some real
good talent out there. It's just a matter of being able to put it all
together now," said McGuire.
The 16 golfers who make the Lobo varsity will compete in a
qualifying round and the top 12 finishers will compete in the first two
golf tournaments this fall.

second and third team offenses, respectively.
Camp followers can look for a decision fairly
soon on the quarterback situation. Mondt said the
Lobes would begin some light hitting Thursday
afternoon with more contact expected today and
Saturday. The coach said he expects to start intrasquad scrimmages in the middle of next week.

A qualifying round is similar to tournament competition in that all
golfers from the team are competing against one another. The length
and number of holes in a qualifying round can vary according to what
the coach decides on.

Mondt said the team had been doing "a
tremendous amount of running and everyone is in
pretty good shape." There were few new injuries
reported, but Mondt said the team's worst
nemeses have been pulled and sore muscles,
stomach flus and colds.

The tentative fall schedule has the UNM golfers headed for
Oklahoma City, Okla., to compete in the Oklahoma Ali·College Golf
Tournament to be held at the Lincoln Park Country Club Sept. 23-25.
The weekend of Sept. 30-0ct. 2 has the Lobos competing in the Rocky
Mountain Intercollegiate GolfTournamentin Colorado Springs, Colo.

The Lobos open the season Sept. 18 in El Paso
against UTEP.

Dukes Struggle Home; Transsexual Tempest Continues
25-cent Beer Tonight
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Albuquerque Dukes came available at the LOBO office (rm.
limping home last night to finish 138, Marron Hall). We have a
what has been a disappointing bunch, but don't be a hog. We also
season for the fans as well as the have discount tickets for the Sept. 2
ballclub.
game.
The Dukes, wallowing in third
The Dukes will play every day up
place in the Pacific Coast League's until the season finale on Monday,
Eastern Division and 10 games Sept. 6. All games will be at 7:30
under .500, may not be able to p.m. except the Sunday games and
salvage anything out of this final the Sept. 6 game which will be
homestand, but UNM students can. played at I :30 p.m.
Tonight is 25 cent beer night at
There have been few bright spots
the Sports Stadium against the
for
the Dukes in this season.
Tucson Toros and free tickets are
They've had injuries. Personnel has
been shuffled back and forth
between the Dukes and parent L.A.
Dodger club more than in other
years. And the fans have been on
Manager Stan Wasiak's back.
Cleo Smith, while hitting only
.245 has 18 homers and 77 RBis.
Outfielders Joe Simpson and John
Hale, who have both spent
considerable time with the Dodgers
this year, are hitting .320 and .314.
Glenn Burke, hitting .291, has 57
stolen bases.

FAT

HUMPHREY'S

Beene of Texas, said she would not
take a chromosome test needed to

SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. (UPI)
Dr. Renee Richards, a
transsexual
who
sparked
controversy when she entered a
women's tennis open, beat a 15year-o!d opponent 6-2, 0-6, 6-1 in a
second-round match Richards said
was meant to make a point for
human rights.
"I suppose you can call me a
transsexual," the Newport Beach,
Calif., ophthalmologist said. "I
call myself a woman."
The 6-foot-2-inch Richards, who
underwent a sex change operation
last year, stirred a tempest when she
entered the $60,000 tennis open at
the Orange Lawn Tennis Club.
Twenty-six
women
players
scheduled to play dropped out
because she was competing.
"I'm here to make a point. This
is a human rights issue. An
individual has the right to do and to
be whatever they want as long as it
doesn't infringe on anyone else,"
she said.
Richards said she saw herself as a
"symbol" of transsexuals trying to
adjust to their new lives.
Richards, who last Saturday won
a straight set victory over Cathy
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Call us at

266-1981

3624 Central SE

Body Shop-Anabasis
Kama Sutra
Spiritual Sky

Paraphenalia
Incense

.
Open weekends until 2:00 a.m.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Gold Street Circus

.

Instruments
electronic
cdcub:ors
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WAS SALE
0 SR-52 .. · .. · S395 5224.95
e 0 PC-100 " .. • S295 5219· 95
e 0 SR-56 ...... S!BO S 84.95
e 0 SR-SIA · .. · 5 120 S 59.9 5
e 0 SR-50A .... S 80 S 45.95
8 0 TI·5050M ... S130 s 92.95
8 0 Tl·5040 .... $150 5109.95
e Above prices include A!C
• Adaptor/Charger, Carrying
: Case, and lull one year factory

•

HEWLErrlfjPAcKARD

:

:
.
RADIOS :
e

Write for our prices.

Jr1
~

•

B

n

CRAIG 4101
[]CRAIG 4102
n CRAIG 4103 .......
n CRAIG 4104 .......
n JOHNSON 123A
n MIDLAND 862
" .. ·
[]MIDLAND 882 .....
n MIDLAND 888 .....
n SHARP 70 0 · · • · · · · •
n SHARP BOO • • • • • • • •

warranty.

REG.
Sl56
5180
S240
$200
$160
S1 30
$180
5205
5140
S170

e

SALE
$106.95
S114,95
5149.95
S129.95
S99.95
a S

8
••

e
e
e
e

S 9,9

S!14.95
1129.95
I 94.95
1109.95

:
8

•
:

(Add 3% for Credit Card Orders)

REG

SX-1250 • .. .. .. .. .. • $900
• SX-1050 ............ $700
: SX-950 ............. $600
e SX·850 ........ "" · £500
e SX-750 • .. .. .. .. .. .. S400
0 SX~650 •••••#• 4 ••·~··· S300
: SX-550 .. .. .. .. .. .. . S250
• SX-450 ............. $200

:

SALE

$584
$469
S402
$347
$279

S21J

$170
$149

FAST
DELIVERY
GUARANTEED

:e
•
:

with cerlilled check only

•

e

Pa.residentsadd 6(11.:. safes Ia>:

•

:

8

•
:

RECEIVERS Add4%forHandlingandShipping

:

SEND

.._.. . . .- .. . .:.;

:

:
:

FOR
FREE

Wesoundbetter.
REG

:
:
•

8

•
•
e
:
•

:

: STEREO :ca
:
i•
RECEIVERS •i
:• MPIONEER'
i•

e

210 Wyoming N.E.
5600 McCloud N.E.

Texas

:

•

Jt:;:

:

:

..

iust east of carlisle

,, ,, ~

For Your Mind

or remi1 70% with order, bal<tnce C.O.D

ADD 82.00 FOil IIANIJI.I:\'G A:'IIIJ SIIII'I'INf;

e

$6.98 Lps .... $4.69
$7.98 Tapes .... $5.98

ForVourBody

Enclose payment In 'ull Wllh

•

With Add On All Regular
Priced Albums And Tapes
Through September 15

Low Prices

enter the U.S. Open in Forest Hills,
N.Y., on Sept. I.

:UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGs:
• CALCULATORS, CB RADIOS :•
:
:•
STEREOS & COMPONENTS
:•
•
•
ord~r,
•• PLEASE CHECK BOX FOR ITEM ORDERED •e
••
('i\U'lli,ATOilSAND Cll lli\IHOS
e•

50¢ OFF

Linda Estes, women's athletic director, said she likes "most things
about the athletic department.
"I'm really proud of football coach Bill Mondt and the whole football
program. He is a real credit to the football profession.
"I think we get. super treatment from the trainers. But Tow Diehm
(head trainer) and I have agreed we need a full-time woman trainer.

Don McGuire: "This fJ(hletic
department has imagination
and initiative."

Last spring the Lobos relied heavily on the performances of
standout golfers Ray Cragun and Brad Bryant who are both from New
Mexico.
But this year will be a different story as Cragun and Bryant,
considered by most to be two of the top golfers in the Southwest m·ea
last year, will not be returning to UNM to complete their final year of
eligibility. Both of these talented golfers decided to shelve their books
in quest of marital bliss and both were unavailable for comment.
The only returning players from last year's fifth-place team in the
NCAA's will be Monte Carrico and Mitch Mooney. Joining these two
will be Jeff Fulwiler, Mark Pelletier, Hi Roberts, Harold Garrison
(who just qualified to compete in the National Amateur Golf Tournament), Mike Glennon, Greg Morey, Prudy Durand, Randy Cahn and
Todd De Angelis plus about five walk-oris out of a field of 20 hopefuls
who are competing in qualifying rounds this week at the UNM South
Golf Course to determine the top five.

Phot.o hy Wl'ndell '1'. Hunt

UNM's top-ranked singles player Tim Garcia had a busy and
prosperous summer. See story, left.

.....

1-'

~
By John Griego
Last year the UNM men's golf team was going through the process 0
of rebuilding a team that in 1975 had posted a dismal 20th place finish ;;?
in the NCAA finals.
::::
Well, the year was a success as the Lobos jumped to a fifth-place ~
finish in the 1976 NCAA golf finals that were held here last June.
g.

I

Athletics Has A Good Side
Stadiums and Imagination

Susan Craig: "The athletes
are the number one people."

Bryant, Cragun
Quit Golf Squad

1

As for now, Garcia is
concentrating on the upcoming
Lobo tennis season. Garcia said, "I
think we're going to have a real
tough team this year. There is a lot
more depth and everyone has
improved a lot." Practice for Lobo
tennis is a year round event, but
Garcia said, "Practice isn't the
most important thing." He feels
that
"confidence"
and
"concentration" are the most
important factors in tennis.
Garcia has no plans to play pro
tennis. He said, "Pro tennis drives
people crazy because they are trying
to make it big. I don't want a life
like that. Maybe I'll teach tennis for
a while when I finish school because
I would like to be self-sufficient by
the time I'm ready for law school."
Garcia said he does not have any
particular tennis idol, but he
"admires a few guys, and looks up
to the ability of a lot of players."
Garcia feels that too often tennis
celebrities try to carry their success
too far and become" fake" thereby
giving all tennis players a ''label."

I

•

•
:

(Add J% for Credit Card Orders)

4400 , .•.•••••••.•••
CATALOGUE
4220 ......... :_._._....
2325 .....•.••.••...•
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED 2275 ... , •.•.• , ..• , • , •
ONLY WITH
22508 ..............
CREDIT CARDS
22358 ..............
8.14-237-5990
2225 ................
1215B ....... ~: .....

S1350
s330
$800
S650
$550
$450
$370
$250

SALE
$879
s219
$578
$469
S367
$295
$249
$166

•
•

e

:

e

•

••
••e
• STEREO WAREHOUSE :e
56
e
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

•

8

Code

307 W. BEAVER AVE., STATE COLLEGE, PA. 16801
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l_.__P_E_R_S_O_N_A_·_L_S_______
.JEWISH STUDEN'r UNION-Hillel will havu
our first Sh:drhot dinner of the year at tlw Inter·
•mLional Center, 1808 i,ns J,omas, Friday 8/27,
0:30. Call Wen<ly 299·1602, Bob 266·9109, Carol
277·5191. 8/2'(
IlE'rEROSEXUAL TRANSVESTITES: Psycho·
logy graduate student conducting research. All
information confidential. Cnll 293·1400 after
6:00, 8/27
JEWISH STUDEN'f \JNION-Jlillel will have our
first Shnbbot dinnrr of th<· yenr at the lntor·
nullonal Genter, 1808 !.as [,ornns NE. Gall Wendy
299·1502, Bob 266-Dl09, Carol 277-5191 to make
r~serv(ltions. 8/27
·SOME'riMES WHI':N 1'1-IE whole thing gets to
be too much, it ht•lps In talk about it. IL <loesn't
lutvc to he u mnjor rrisis-· maybe t-lasses are ;1
tlrng or you'rt\ rl'nlly down~anrl jusl lulking with
another .•tudent <·an help. Phone AGORA at 277·
3013 or <·orne to the NW coruer of Mesa Vista.
8/27
MALE, 30, hurting a lot because nobody t·ares,
seeks rhildfrce nonsmoker female. Yours for the
aski11g. P.O. Bo:<.13956, 87112 .• ~/~7~--·

.....

from SUD. $20/semester. 266·3663 (10:30·Gpml.
8/30
BEiLYDANCE--INS;f-RUCTION~nea;.-- campus.
All levels, speciulizing in advance techni<JUc.
Nairn11, 268·6277. 8/30
Jl.IDESI RIDES! HIDES! ... 261i-9860 or (303)4490670. 9/7

'>=l

~-· -~

l•'l\EtlHMtlN: WANT Small interesting class tor
crt•dit'/ General Studit•s 111·006 'l'hurs. 1:30-3:20.
Corne by Honors Center._8~3~ .. ~-- --·-·~---~
ROsA:SCAN'riNA off~rs 25¢ draws for after·
noon cruisers; bring l!NM lD until 7 p.m .. 867·
9983. 8/31
·----·HETEROSEXlJAI::~i;RANSVES'fiTESI Psycho·
logy graduate student conducting •·eseareh. All
information confidcntinl. Call 293·1400 after G:OO,
8/27
-~---·--

-·~~

KAREN S., I'd like to get in touch agnin, Ph,
265.4043, Sylvia[, 8/31
-------.
--- ·- .. WANTED: SOCCim COACH for 15 enthusiastic
9·1 0 year olds. Must be willing to donate 5 hours/
week for 10-week fall season ilnd 8-wcck spring
s_o~on. [,ots~fparenll~~-pport. 29~-433~: __8!_3!_
-~

----------~-~

BI.%LY DANCING GLASSES. $5 weekly at the
"'.~•!J!lr~~m ~.5.§:1~67,_ 9)15
--~ .. __ _
MOTHER TRUCKERS STUDENT moving and
hauling, dependable, reliable. Call mom ~t 299·
1601. evenings. 9/3
'1'YPING MANUSCHIP'l'S legal rnrdicnl resumes,
tll_e_s~s._~~sti"!ll_._othc::..2_6fl·477~ .. _8!27. ~- __
!,SAT-MOAT EXAMS. Prep,,re now. Call Pro·
fessional Educators of Now Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn

4.

S'l'UDIO APARTMENT $100 month, one year
lease, Wayne r,azorik 345-3844. 8/27
ROOMMA'rE W AN'l'ED to share house, two bed·
rooms, two baths, fireplace, no utilities, $100 per
month, Call Mlchael247-1416. 9/1

·----------------

ROOMMATE WANTED for 2·bcdroom luxury
Apt. 10 minutes from UN!\!, $116, 294-7462, 8/30
~~-----....,...-~

--

~-

RESPONSlllJ,E WOMAN Grad to share pleasant
2-bcdrm duplex $70/mo plus utilities, 266·2194.

GE COMl'AC'l' Cassette recorder, uses standard
cassettes, $39.95. Gunrunner Pawn, 3107 Central
NEJ. R/27
1'l·SH-51A CALClJI,ATOR Rrand new $69 or
make offer. Call881-8435. 8/30
-~-------~-~ ~.~---~----

1972 FIA'r 850 SPYDER. Excellent condition
$400 Below retail $1500, 256-1464. 8/27
BICYCLES: l,OWEST PRICES on High quality
bicy(')es. Some used, some on sale. R.C. Hallett'~
8•13 U378. tfn
t966 V.W. BUS rdlllilt engine, clean, runs good,
$800 or best offer. Ctlll 836·6227. 8/27
20 POR'l'ABLE T·V's $30. to .$1.\Q, •141 Wyoming
NE, 255 5987. 10/18

IIANGGLIDERr9Y..~r :-r~7ri1FrND,ER -;.~~~~~;~;
8/27

KARMAN GHIA-COMJ'l,E'l'ELY restored.
New engine, brakes, Wired or GR. 293-5495,
8/27
PIONEER STEREO. Pioneer system, AM/FM
stereo, B·track tape player, full range, jacks, sold
for much more. Take over payments of $7.85 a
month. 255·7535. 8/30

G!'rADE!, APARTMENTS-An apartment com
plox for thc young and the young in heart. lknts
.':itnrt at $145, Large swimming pool. Effiricnci£>s
& 1·bdrrn IIYnilablc, furnishNI or unfurnished.
Wt1ikin1r distnnce to UNM, 1520 Univcrsitv NP..
243·2494, 9/B

. -----------·--~-

6.

EMPLOYMENT

l•'ANTAS1'IC OPPORTUNITY. Invest $10 &
make $3,000 in 2 weeks, Send to NM Publications.
1'.0. Box 173, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103.
9/1

WANTED: HANDYMAN/Helper for disabled.
Small apartment in return for services. Write:
Disabled, P.O. Box 3424, City 87110 with resume
and photo. BI/Gav UNM Graduate Stl!fiPnl nre·
!erred. 8/31 - - - - = = MINORITY PROGRAM in Nursing needs tutors
for: Bio. 123; Bio. 237; Bio. 239; Chern, 141; Chom.
281; Math 102. Call 277·2507. 8/31 . ----~--WANTED: CHILDCARE, 15 hours per week
before and a!ler school. Must have car, 266·2375
after 6. 8/31

7.

--~·---~~- ---~~~·

BmKENS'l'OCK FOOTPRINTS and India im·
ports at Wild Rose with Body Bueno, 2910 Central
SE. 8/27

FLY TO EUROPE inexpensively, reliably. Inter·
continental Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd. SE,
Suite L, 255-0830. 8/31

ENLARGING PAPER by GAF mostly Bx!O half
price. We buy & trade photo items. Wilson
Camera, 3107 Central NE. 8/27

8.

------

LOST & FOUND

LOST: IIUSH WOLFHOlJND pupJlY 5¢ mo. fc·
male, gray, 90#, Brindle, white chest blaze. Please
help, 344·6312. 9!1
-

~---.--

UNM irl.·,

3.

CARPOQI,-from Santa Fe to UNM, Mon,-Wed.
classes. Call Cam 982·0710. 9/1

SERVICES

2•1-HOUR DRUG STORE-Community Drug,
5100 Indian Srhool Rd, NE. Dennis S. Pena, RPh
il.INM 571 owner. 9113
(miLilREN'S CREATIVE DANCEt'Ja~~,-es by
Elizabeth Waters, assisted by Meredith Wake·
land, Registration Thursday Septcmlwr 2, 1976.
Heights Community Center, 823 Rurna Vista SE,
3:00-5:00 p.m. 9/1
.

CONTACTS?
we

Bring your Rx,or juat como by ...
also
cloun polfoh, nllsollrtlono ...

GE STEREO Receiver AJ\!/FM, 8-track, $60,
898·4256 after 5:00, 8/31

Marron Hall, Room 132

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE:

LOST-GERMAN SHEPHERD cross, female.
Collar, tags #3262. Univorsity·Grand. Reward.
Please. 255-5840. 8!27
F-mir:iD-:irllti~E
La;;~ J;;c;·.-;,,-crts·
seldcr, Suzann(• G. Minncar, Tnlyt1 Raveed. Claim
at SUB Box Office. 8!27 ---~-- ... ___ - - - FOtiND: ~~~·s bl~e- polyester doublc-knitsi.,.J.o
approx. size 32, in [,OBO production room (!),
Jacnttly & e1:11m, am:_131. M_lll'ron_Hall.__t£~.-- _

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

TRAVEL

FREE MEAJ,: Sunday 8/29 Potluck, 7:00 p.m.
Aquinas Newman Center. 1816 Las J~omas Rd NE,
Food and drink provided by our community. Wei·
come--back. 8/27

2.

•

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

'rHE COOPERAGE RESTAURANT, soon to open
at 7220 Lomas NE, is aecrllting npplieations for
all pos_l~ns. 25~1~52:...._~1.£11_ _
_ ~- ~
PART TIME JOB. Gr~tdt~ate studt•llls..onTy-:-Must
be over 21 ye~trs old. Ne<•d two pnrl·time employ·
res for day work. Also ba ve positions for Fridny
& Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No
ph<one calls please. Save Way r.i<Juor Storrs, 5704
Lomas NE, 5516 Mcnaul NE. 9/13

~~---

COLOR •rv, BRAND name color & tint controls.
big screen, assume payments of $7 per month.
New warranty, 255-7534. 8/30

Daily Lobo

8~-~---- --- ..

~~~~~C:.:"sary. 294·21~:.._9:l_pm ~~:____.:~-~~

PEUGEO'r JO.speed 23" New '!'ires, t11bcs & rims.
Excellent condition $125. Ask for Bill at Hippo
Icc Cream. 9/2

New

--~------·-----

ROOM/BOARD/NEED responsible woman to
Jive·in (private bedroom/hath) & care for two
children 8 & 6; Monday-Friday 2:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
3 blocks from UNM,
265·5318, 255 7225.
8/27
--· -----. --- - - - - - - --·-- ------ _.,._. __ _

l!NM S'rUDENTS. Excellt•nt p11rt-tirne income
organizing sample sales of vt•ry popular clothing
~inc for independent sales R<•p. Clothing Exper-

FORSALE

condition $•100. 296·8749.

PARKING ~'IVE MINUTES walk to Hodgin Hall.
Call842·1063. 8/80

~~-.--....}

1\!ASSAOE- LICENSED, 298·4718 Steam Re·
flesology. Call for Appt. Juan. 8/31

~

~

~--~-~.-.~.":.'...-: __ ~~·---

PHOTOS.
"j,owesL prices In town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM.
Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard mvd. NE.
tfn

Muroo lloll rO<>m JSI.~r by mall to>
C'-••lllod ~dvertiriloA', llNM Bo• 20,
~lhuquerquo, N ;1\1, 87131

~

WILl, •ruTOR Math, Physics and statistics
,
262·0517 nights 6·9. · 8/27

i~SSPO-rt•i\~lDEN1'!FICATION

lloteo: 15 <eDta per word por day, 0110 dollar
· allolmum, Advorlfoomeota ruo llvo or more
e~onaecutive dayti with no ehan1es, .Dine een·
' ta jHr word per da,Y too rofuiicfo.'ll coocellord
&olore five looert!ono), Cloaolliod ad•
vortl,~moo,...mu•t 1>e .,.ld Ia advlo..,C:e 1

0

'iVWr.

2~!i·">4fi0

BEAUTIFUl,
Rl30

FEI\IAUi cat.

NIKKORMAT -DLAGI<·a~,;;-& ,:;;~~5omJ;i?/i ..i
Nikkor lens, 24mm Fl2, 8 Nikkor I,ens, 105rnm
F /2.5 Nikkor lens, 2x Vivitar Tete Converter.
C,11l293·7432. H. •31
i<ING·sizF:nool.!a!.E Red'.·M'~;i~-g: ;,;-;;;t;;.;-;1:
Great shape $85, 268 3477. 9/1
-

~

~

--

1974 VEGA STATION Wagon -!·speed, t•xrellent
condition, Must Sell. $1500. 256-7R2R. 913
- -- --· - ,
CHERRY RED OP};L Kadctt, Canon rangcfindcr
~~_ra, Rand tO-speed bik"-:~~·7462. __81_3_0
'SINGER SEWING BEST Buy left in layaway, not
claimed, equipped to buttonhole, zigzag, pay $21
and lake machine. 255-7535. 8/30
""'-~

sro-r-:::n1!t:Toni~~-r~c.~r3;a;d-;;;;~-t977 Kirby,
assume payments of $7.47 a month. New Warran·

ty.255~:....~·~0

-~-·· --~· -~

1974 TRIUMPH TRIDENT, 750cc molorcyde,
excellent condition, major tunc 8/10/76, less than
500 .:_nil"~' 2~6:42~8 .. ~.. ~~~~~-~~ ·~ ....

•

Casey Optical Co.
INoxt door to Casey RexaU Drug!

4312 Lomas at Washington

•

ANTIQUES
3409 Central N.E. • 256-7103

Phone 255-6329

5.

Do You Need
Cash?

FORRENT

FREE RENT, one or two students, in exchange
occasional dog·sitting and fixing up old house for
working old gal writer. 255-1729 weekends,
evenings. 9/2

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice W eekl}

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Sam to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

~
~
~
~
~

~
~
~

ic
ic
ic
~

ic
~

Suppose
your
derailleur
de-rails?
Or your brakes
break?

Nfakers of- Hand Made
Indian Jewelrt.

OLDTOWN

Rosa's
Cantina

Under New Management
UNM's Closet CQuntry Bar

Friday
L.B. Cottonwood
$1 Shots of Cuervo GOld

Sunday
Ozone Express With
Starberry Band 1-4 also

Country
Bar·B·Que
5 Miles N. Of Bernalillo

867·9983

**
***
***
**
**
**

•

Modern bikes have precision equipment. And precision
equipment calls for an expert when it won't work anymore.
That's us. Top-notch repair service at a price
you can live with.
(when your present bike is beyond repair, or if you
don't have a bike, stop by to look at our extensive
line of the world's finest bikes.)

L
109 Yale Blvd. SE 242·1888

Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm

~---------------·~
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